
 SUS BKK

 Minimize the number of errors

 High cost-effectiveness

 Real time stock updating

 Worker-friendly system

 Save working hour

Aioi Systems provides optimal solutions and products 
that meet customer needs in 「product category� 
industry� desired solutions and operation systems」� 
Each and every solution can be paired with others�

Light module

Cable

GF series

Easy to attach with aluminum frame



Sample operation

Pick to light systems

KnowledgeKnowledge
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700/71 Moo 5, T.Klongtamru, A.Muang, Chonburi 20000HQ 0 3846 5775~6

Pinthong 3 Industrial Estate  219/34 Moo 6, T.Bowin, A.Sriracha, Chonburi 20230 0 3811 0532~3

9/231-234 Moo 5, Phaholyotin Road, T.Klong 1, A.Klong Luang, Patumthani 12120 0 2516 2747~9

199, 199/1-3 Moo 4, T.Banklang, A.Muang, Lamphun 51000 0 5355 2769

AW2038F
3 digits type

AW2048F
4 digits type

AW2038FL
With limit switch type

 Able to operate at 24 or 12 volts�
 The poka-yoke type is ideal for production site�
 Installation can be done on flat shelf or pipe rack�
 Response to heavy production parts�

AW

MWU2040PF
4 digits type

MWU2414
A-Z Alphabet type

with 12 digits

MWU2090PF-333-02
3-digits 3-colors

multi display

 The power-saving design is energy-efficient�
 Proprietary power-supply and detachable hook system�
 Simple drip-proof design�
 Long-lasting switches and extensive lineup�

MWU

 Light module for flat shelf and flow rack�
 Extensive lineup with highly-reliable�
 The environment-friendly recyclable rails and duct�
 The clean-looking milky white unit for site� JW2030F

3 digits type
JW2030PBi

JW

 Operated through wireless communication�
 Able to install on pallets, rolling carts and foldable container�
 Long battery life�
 Available in large area�

NW2978-01
3-digits 5-colors

multi display

NW

 Compact light module suitable for small parts system�
 Ensure high visibility although it’s small items�
 The environment-friendly recyclable rails and duct�
 Installable on a flat shelf or pipe rack�

SW1031F
LED digital display
with 3 digits

SW

Ethernet controller

Control PC

Junction box

Batch display

Signal light(Tower)

Signal light interface

Light module for 
the location display

Light module
Pick to light systems(PTL) is a support 
system by using light module� Plant and 
distribution center operators simply walk to 
the locations of illuminated modules and 
pick the displayed number of products�
These systems allow anyone to pick easily� 
quickly� and accurately�


